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ABSTRACT
The Termite Scheme language is an existing extension of Gambit Scheme that has features well suited for programming heterogeneous distributed systems using a message passing style. The language supports sending messages containing procedures and continuations, which simplifies migrating tasks between nodes during their execution.

A longstanding issue with the original implementation of Termite is that compiled procedures and continuations can only be sent to other nodes if the compiled code is already loaded in the program receiving the message. This is tedious to arrange in the typical case, and hard or impossible for hot code updates which are an important use case (updating a service without interrupting its execution).

Our work has implemented a solution to this problem: an R7RS compatible module system that automates the distribution of compiled code. The module system uses a version control system to manage module versions and provide a way to distribute code from network accessible repositories. Modules are identified uniquely using the repository location and version number. This allows multiple versions of the same module to coexist in a program, an essential feature to support hot code updates.

We explain the implementation of our module system and how it solves various issues related to Termite Scheme and programming distributed systems. Through an experimental evaluation we have observed speed improvements for RPC of close to one order of magnitude.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed systems consist of a set of interconnected computational nodes. Nodes interact by sending and receiving messages from other nodes over a communication network. Each node may have a special purpose or there can be more or less duplication of their function. The World Wide Web is a notable example that is good to keep in mind to understand some of the issues. It has server and client nodes, they typically don’t run the same server and client programs, and the nodes are not centrally managed.

The implementation of a distributed system consists of developing the programs installed on the nodes that perform the coordination of the nodes’ actions with those of other nodes. In a sense, the set of the nodes’ programs constitutes a global program that must be correct. The challenging development issues we consider in this paper are the following:

• RPC: How is a remote procedure call (RPC) implemented when the program in the sending and receiving nodes haven’t been designed together?
• Code update: How is a node’s program updated when a bug is fixed or a better version is available?
• Task migration: How is a service moved to a new node when the underlying platform must be changed (operating system update, hardware upgrades, reboot, . . . )?
• Continuous operation: How are service interruptions avoided in the above situations?

The Termite Scheme language [19] has been designed as an extension of Gambit Scheme [14] to simplify programming distributed systems and provide solutions to these issues. It borrows concepts from the Erlang programming language [4], but using Scheme syntax and semantics. A particularly interesting feature in our context, not found in Erlang, is the ability to send messages containing continuations.

The Gambit system on top of which Termite is implemented offers many features useful to program distributed systems. It generates portable C code that can be compiled and run on any OS and architecture (32/64 bits, little/big endian, . . .). The serialization and deserialization of objects are independent of their machine representation, allowing the transmission of most objects between nodes of a distributed system with different architectures. In particular, procedures and continuations can be serialized. Moreover interpreted and compiled code can be freely mixed in the same program. The serializable procedures allow using a higher-order programming style across nodes, which is useful for implementing RPC. The serializable continuations allow capturing the state of a process and sending it to another node to resume it there, which is useful for code update and task migration.
Unfortunately, the original implementation of Termite has shortcomings when serializing closures and continuations. When the receiving node has no knowledge of the code it receives, it must run the code interpreted which is typically much slower than if it was compiled. In this case, essentially the source code file’s AST is serialized, making messages larger. Moreover, this large structure will be sent again if another instance of the closure is sent. When the code is compiled, the messages are compact, but the code must be available in compiled form on the receiving node. This requires a tedious and error-prone setting up of the nodes’ programs that would be unsustainable in the context of large independently evolving distributed systems, such as the Web, and difficult to use for RPC, code update and task migration.

Our work aims to allow sending code between nodes that both run native compiled executables. This is not a simple task considering nodes may have different operating systems and architectures, such as ARM, i386 or x86_64, so compiled procedures cannot, in general, be sent as machine code.

To reach this goal our approach delegates to the receiving node the compilation of the modules. Code can be transmitted between machines of different architectures without the usage of cross-compilers, which can be challenging to setup robustly. The code will work on all platforms supported by Gambit such as Linux, macOS, Windows, etc.

An essential property of the module system is that modules must have a globally unique name that includes their version. This allows the coexistence of multiple versions of modules in a program, a situation occurring when a node is updated with an improved version of its code without interruption. Our approach benefits from the use of a version control system to manage the versions of modules in a disciplined way.

The implementation of code migration has been done in different programming languages such as Java [18], JavaScript [22], Tcl [20], Erlang [16, 21, 23], and Scheme [3, 9, 13, 17]. Our work distinguishes itself from these efforts in allowing compiled code to be migrated transparently between nodes regardless of their architecture and operating system, and without the destination node having prior knowledge of the code.

Section 2 is a brief tutorial of the Termite Scheme language. Section 3 explains existing features of Gambit used in the implementation of our module system, which is the subject of Section 4. In Section 5 we evaluate the performance experimentally. Finally, Section 6 discusses related work.

2 TERMITE SCHEME LANGUAGE

Termite [19] applications consist of multiple Termite nodes exchanging data in a message-passing style similar to Erlang [15]. A node is an abstraction of a computing device that is distinct from the physical nodes (machines) of the distributed system. In practice a node corresponds to an operating system process and the physical nodes of the distributed system may contain a single or multiple Termite nodes.

Within each node there are multiple running threads. Threads are uniquely identified across the distributed system with a upid that indicates its location (i.e. a node and a sequence number within that node).

Each node is identified with an IP address and port. The procedure make-node is the constructor of node identifiers. The node-init procedure starts the node’s TCP server and registers built-in services (spawn, linker, publisher, etc.) The node’s TCP server allows clients to connect to it remotely. Without this the node would not be visible on the network.

Services in Termite are nothing more than threads receiving messages in a loop, performing pattern matching on them and executing actions according to the result of the matching. A service is created with the spawn procedure which takes a thunk to be executed and an optional local name for the service and returns a thread object. Each thread has a mailbox that buffers the messages it receives. By default services created with spawn are only visible to the threads in the current node. A service can be published globally (to other nodes) by the procedure publish-service that registers the thread object under a specific name in a dictionary within the publisher service. That service resolves services by name.

Communication between nodes is performed with the following procedures:

- (spawn dest msg)
- (? [timeout [default]])
- (? pred? [timeout [default]])
- (!? dest msg [timeout [default]])

The procedure ! sends the message msg to the mailbox of the dest thread. The procedure ? waits for a message to appear in the mailbox and retrieves it, with the optional parameter timeout specifying how long to wait before returning the default value. If no default value is given and the timeout expires, an error is raised. The procedure ?? is similar to ? but filters the received message using the predicate pred?. For the common “send request then receive response” communication pattern there is the !? procedure that is a composition of ! and ?, which also automatically adds a unique tag to the messages to match the response with the request.

A message can also be received with the recv form which pattern matches the message. This form is typically used to dispatch the messages in the implementation of a service.

The following example shows a typical use of these forms to implement a local service computing the square of a number and a client requesting to square 5 (both in the same node):

(define square-server
  (spawn
    (lambda ()
      (let loop ()
        (recv
          ((from tag 'square x) ;; message pattern
           (! from (list tag (* x x))))
          (msg
           (warning "Ignored message " msg)))
          (loop))))))

(!? square-server (list 'square 5)) ;; => 25
2.1 Hot code update

In many distributed system implementations, updating the code of a node requires restarting the program running on that node. Performing hot code updates while a program is running is useful to change its behaviour without interrupting the service. This can be to fix a bug or to extend the service. In Termite, this is possible in part because both procedures and continuations are serializable.

A basic ping-pong example is enough to unveil issues of the original implementation of Termite. In this example there are two nodes each running a thread; one that sends ping and the other that replies pong. The Termite Scheme code in Figure 1 demonstrates how to perform a hot code update of the server without interrupting its service. The actors in this scenario are the server (buggy-pong.scm) and the client (ping.scm). Note that the server’s implementation has a deliberately introduced bug: it replies to a ping request with the message gnop instead of pong.

The client application designed to fix the server is composed of a thread that contains the new behaviour of the server. The thread must handle the same messages as the buggy pong server to be compatible. Additionally, it is distinguished in two ways, first it fixes the response message to pong when receiving ping, second it handles the message clone which captures the continuation of the client thread which will be sent to the buggy server to fix it.

The client starts by creating a local service with spawn. It pings the buggy pong server and prints the (incorrect) result, creates and sends the continuation of the new-server to the buggy pong server in an update message. Then, it re-pings the server and prints the (correct) result. In the original implementation of Termite this works correctly when the code is run interpreted, but it fails when compiled. This is because the message sent by the client contains a continuation that refers to return points in compiled code that do not exist on the server that receives the message. Our module system offers a mechanism solving this problem.

2.2 RPC/RMI

Remote procedure call (RPC) and remote method invocation (RMI) are both mechanisms that allow remote execution of code on a remote computer. The essential difference is that RMI is object-oriented while RPC is not. Java RMI supports direct transfer of serialized Java classes and distributed garbage collection. A remote call[5] can be described as the following sequence of events:

1. The client calls a local stub with parameters passed to it in a normal way.
is loaded the Gambit runtime system will ensure that 

the result of calling the thunk on that node.

The procedure remote-spawn is similar to spawn but the 

thread it creates is on the node specified as a parameter. This 

thread can then be used to execute specific code. No interface 

code is required because the client explicitly sends the thunk 

to the destination node.

The power of these features rests on the transparent unre-

stricted code migration mechanism possible with our module 

system.

3 EXISTING GAMBIT FEATURES

The implementation of our module system uses the following 

existing Gambit features.

3.1 Symbolic paths

When a filesystem path begins with "~name it expands to the 

path bound to that name in the symbolic path dictionary. 

This extension to the filesystem path syntax is convenient for 

accessing directories whose location depends on the system 

configuration or command line arguments. For example "~lib 

is bound to the directory containing the builtin Gambit 

libraries and "~userlib is bound to the directory containing 

user installed libraries.

3.2 Module loader

A source code file may contain the declaration (#supply-module 

module-id) to identify the file as the module module-id. 

It can also contain a set of (#demand-module module-id) 

forms indicating dependencies on functionality provided by 

the modules identified by module-id. When the file is com-

piled, these properties are embedded in the generated code 

and available to the module loader. When the compiled file 

M is loaded the Gambit runtime system will ensure that M’s 

required modules are loaded first. The required modules are 

searched using the module-id in a set of directories known 

as the module search order, which by default is "~userlib 

followed by "~lib.

3.3 Object serialization

The serialization of objects in Gambit is done with the proce-

dure object->u8vector which takes as parameters the object 

to serialize and optionally a transform procedure which is 

called on every sub-object inside the object in order to cus-

tomize the serialization process. The result is a u8vector 

(vector of bytes).

The serialization of most objects is straightforward. A 

first byte indicates in the upper bits the type of the object, 

and possibly some basic property such as its length in the 

remaining bits of the byte (if it fits otherwise in the following 

bytes). This is followed by the serialization of each field of the 

object. For example the vector #\((1 2 3)\) is serialized to the 

four bytes #\(\text{x}23 \quad \text{x}51 \quad \text{x}52 \quad \text{x}53\). The first byte indicates 

the vector type and a length of 3, and the remaining bytes 

the type and value of the small integers 1, 2 and 3.

Circular references and shared objects are handled by 

keeping track of the position of serialized objects in the byte 

stream and using a special type that refers to a previously 

serialized object by its position in the stream.

The machine independent serialization of compiled proce-

dures, closures and continuations is based on the serialization 

of control points. There are control points for procedure entry 

points, closure entry points and non-tail call return points.

The serialization of control points is the key to serialize 

closures and continuations. Gambit uses a flat closure repre-

sentation [7]. A closure is a vector-like object containing the 

free variables and a reference to a control point (the closure’s 

entry point). Gambit uses the incremental stack/heap strategy 

[10] for managing continuations. A continuation is a chain of 

continuation frames, either stored on the stack or the heap 

(the details of the representation are given in [13]).

Continuation frames, like closures, are vector-like objects 

containing values and a reference to a control point (the 

return point of a non-tail procedure call). These objects are 

serialized similarly to vectors. Each of their fields needs to 

be serialized, the only particularity is that one of the fields 

is a control point.

For historical reasons Gambit uses the term subpro-

cedure for control points. Each subprocedure has a parent 

which is the toplevel procedure that contains it. The sub-

procedures contained in a given parent are assigned a ma-

chine independent integer index identifying that control 

point in the parent: its id. Each toplevel procedure has 

itself as a parent and an id of 0. These attributes can be 

obtained with the procedures (#subprocedure-parent 

subproc) and (#subprocedure-id subproc) which access 

meta-information maintained by the runtime system. The 

inverse operation, namely the retrieval of the subprocedure 

with a given parent and id, is performed by the procedure 

(2) The client stub packs the parameters into a message. 

This is called marshalling.

(3) The client sends the message to a server on the remote 

node.

(4) The server stub unpacks the parameters of the message. 

This is called unmarshalling.

(5) Finally, the server stub invokes the procedure with the 

arguments. The result is marshalled then sent back to 

the client.

In Termite Scheme and Erlang, RPC servers can be imple-

mented by creating a service that dispatches the messages to 

the right procedure. The square service example given earlier 

is a RPC server allowing a single procedure to be called. In 

general, the message dispatch used in the server constrains 

the procedures that can be executed to the ones handled by 

the dispatcher.

Termite has the on procedure to circumvent this constraint 

by allowing the execution of a thunk on any node. This 

procedure takes as parameters a node and a thunk and returns 

the result of calling the thunk on that node, for example 

(on node2 (lambda () (directory-files))). This simpli-

fies the implementation of RPC servers to a simple node 

initialized with the node-init procedure.

The procedure remote-spawn is similar to spawn but the 

thread it creates is on the node specified as a parameter. This 

thread can then be used to execute specific code. No interface 

code is required because the client explicitly sends the thunk 

to the destination node.

The power of these features rests on the transparent unre-

stricted code migration mechanism possible with our module 

system.
3.4 Namespaces

To avoid clashes of global variables and toplevel macros between modules, Gambit partitions names into namespaces. A name is *qualified* when it contains a #, such as *math*pi*, and is *unqualified* when it does not, such as *sqrt*. This notation is inspired by Curtis’ et al module system for Scheme [11]. A namespace is a prefix that is added to unqualified variable and macro names to make the name qualified. For example, the *math* namespace applied to the unqualified *sqrt* results in the qualified name *math*#sqrt. A namespace is either the special empty namespace or a name that ends with a #.

Gambit’s `##namespace` declaration controls which namespace is added to unqualified names in the scope of the declaration (which is the rest of the file if at toplevel). Three forms of this declaration exist (to simplify we have used the `ns#` namespace):

1. `##namespace ("ns#")`
2. `##namespace ("ns#" name1...)`
3. `##namespace ("ns#" (name1 alias1)...)`

In the first form, all unqualified identifiers in the scope of the declaration will be augmented with the `ns#` prefix. In the second form only the unqualified names `name1...` are augmented. In the third form the unqualified names `name1...` are renamed to `alias1...` and then the `ns#` prefix is added.

A toplevel `##namespace` declaration placed at the beginning of a file can map the names used in the rest of the code to appropriate namespaces. Figure 3 shows a sample use to implement a small math library. The declaration maps `def` to `define` (in the empty namespace), and everything else except `if`, `*, -` to the `math#` namespace. Consequently this code actually defines the `math#fact` procedure. If the code contained other definitions they too would define names in the `math#` namespace. Another module could access this procedure directly with the qualified name `math#fact`, or with `fact` if in the scope of a `##namespace ("math#" fact)`, or with `factorial` if in the scope of a `##namespace ("math#" (factorial fact))`.

4 OUR MODULE SYSTEM

4.1 define-library form

To help with the adoption of our module system we have designed it to be compatible with the R7RS standard [24]. The main form for defining libraries (which is synonymous to modules in this paper) is the `define-library` form which has the following syntax:

```
(define-library <library name>
  ...
  ...
```

The first argument is the library name; a non-empty list of identifiers such as `(scheme base)`. The name is followed by library declarations which can be any of the following forms, of which the last six are extensions to the R7RS syntax offering fine control over the compilation and linking process:

- `(export <export spec>...)`
- `(import <import set>...)`
- `(begin <command or definition>...)`
- `(include <filename>...)`
- `(include-ci <filename>...)`
- `(include-library-declarations <filename>...)`
The library’s variable and macro definitions are typically contained in the `begin` declaration. It is also possible to put the definitions in another file that is included with one of the `include` forms. The `cond-expand` form allows conditional activation of the library declarations it contains depending on the system’s support for specific features.

The `export` declaration indicates the list of variables and macros defined by the library that are accessible to code importing this library. Like with R7RS the `export` declaration can indicate that specific (internal) names are renamed to other (external) names.

A library declares a dependency to another library with the `import` declaration. This declaration identifies the imported library. The `import` declaration may restrict the subset of exported names that are imported (by default all exported names are imported). The exported names may also be renamed. This is specified in the `<import set>` with the forms `(only ...), (except ...), (rename ...), and (prefix ...)`. We have extended the R7RS syntax for imported library names to allow a trailing `@version` that indicates the specific version required. Any mobile code libraries imported must have a version indicator for reliable operation of the module system.

Figures 4 and 5 are an example of libraries defined with our extended `define-library`. Figure 4 implements a library that exports the procedure `hi`. It uses an `import` declaration that imports only the name `define` exported from the standard library (scheme base) and all the names exported from the standard library (scheme write), but with `display` renamed to `show`. Figure 5 is a library that depends on version 1.0 of the library defined in Figure 4.

The R7RS specifies that the library name “is used to identify the library uniquely when importing from other programs or libraries”. In the context of mobile code libraries, our system has the stronger requirement that libraries are identified uniquely across all nodes of the distributed system. This is achieved by requiring mobile code libraries to be in code repositories hosted by version control system servers (which could be a public service such as github.com or a privately managed server) and to use the location of the repository in the name of the library. The use of a version control system allows multiple versions of the library to be stored in a single repository; each identified with a specific commit tag. The use of a network accessible repository makes it possible to obtain the code from any node of the distributed system. In our example the library name (github.com/fred hello) encodes the location of the repository, i.e. http://github.com/fred/hello.

The module system uses the library name and version to construct a unique library identifier. The version is either explicit (the current commit tag of the version control system) or indicated explicitly in the `import` declaration. All identifiers in the library name are concatenated with a `/ separator followed by an @ and the version identifier (implicit or explicit). A trailing `@` is added to get the unique namespace for the library. Unless the library has a `namespace` library declaration to force the namespace (which is mainly useful for built-in libraries), the namespace derived from the library name is used to construct the qualified names of the (toplevel) variables and macros defined by the library. Due to the guaranteed namespace uniqueness, name clashes between libraries are not possible, including different versions of the same library. In our example, if the version of the library is 1.0, the definition of `hi` is in reality defining the global variable with the qualified name github.com/fred/hello@1.0#hi whereas if the version is 1.5 it is github.com/fred/hello@1.5#hi that is defined.

Having the library location and version information in the global variable name provides valuable information to the subprocedure deserialization mechanism. When the procedure (`##global-var-primitive-ref name`) fails because a procedure with that name does not exist on the receiving node the system uses the procedure name to determine where to fetch a copy of the repository for the library containing that procedure, and which version of the repository is needed. A local copy of the repository at the required version is then made and the Gambit compiler is invoked to create the compiled code which is dynamically loaded into the running
Version (with a non-empty set of definitions), a \texttt{(##demand-module library-id)} is generated to inform the module loader that the specified library must be loaded first. The handling of exported and imported names is done through a generated \texttt{namespace} form that maps the names used in the library’s code to the qualified names. The definition of all imported macros is then generated.

After that the library’s code is generated in its original form. No further processing is needed by the \texttt{define-library} macro because the compiler will use the namespace declarations to map the names appropriately during the compilation process.

\subsection*{4.3 Other features}

In this section we explain other features of the module system that are not essential for reaching our goal but that are useful in day-to-day use.

\subsubsection*{4.3.1 Optional version}

During the development phase it is good to have a fast turnaround time when debugging a library. It would be tedious to assign a new version after each change of the code. For this reason the module system distinguishes \textit{installed} libraries from those that are not \textit{installed}. When a local copy of a library has been obtained from a version controlled repository (on the network or the local filesystem) it is \textit{installed} and the different versions can be referenced in \texttt{import} declarations. A library that is stored in a local directory, possibly managed by a version control system, is not \textit{installed}. In this case \texttt{import} declarations must not refer to a specific version and the current state of the code is used. This improves the workflow as it avoids having to install the library after each change. Nevertheless, if it is in a version controlled repository, it is possible to install it whenever there is a need to assign a version to it.

\subsubsection*{4.3.2 Module aliases}

With the \texttt{(define-module-alias lib1 lib2)} form, symbolic names can be defined to refer to libraries and library references can be redirected to other locations. This is useful for the development phase for quickly swapping one library for another. It also allows putting the choice of library versions in a centralized place instead of each and every \texttt{import} declaration to be able to upgrade to new versions with a single edit. For example, when the following definitions are in effect:

\begin{verbatim}
(define-module-alias (gitlab.com/zoo cats) (gitlab.com/zoo cats 02.0))

(define-module-alias (fh) (github.com/fred hello))
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{an (import (gitlab.com/zoo cats))} will import the library \texttt{(github.com/zoo cats 02.0)} and \texttt{an (import (fh 01.0))} will import the library \texttt{(github.com/fred hello 01.0)}. The module alias definitions that are put at the root of a library’s directory in the file \texttt{setup.scm} of a directory will apply automatically to the libraries in that directory (with lexical
scoping rules respecting the nesting of the directories up to the root of the repository).

4.3.3 Library management. Automatically installing a library from the network when it is referenced in a deserialization could be a security issue. The Gambit interpreter allows manual installation of modules through command-line arguments, for example gai -install github.com/fred/hello. Moreover, the runtime system maintains a whitelist of the locations from which libraries are unconditionally installed. By default the whitelist contains only github.com/gambit, the Gambit project account. The whitelist can be extended through environment variables and command line arguments. When the library’s location is not on the whitelist a confirmation will be asked of the user if a REPL is currently started (the runtime system can be configured to always ask for confirmation, or to always refuse to install such libraries).

5 EVALUATION

The original implementation of Termite Scheme was able to send messages containing code that the receiving node did not have as long as the code was interpreted. Our module system extends this capability to compiled code. In this section we evaluate experimentally the performance gain due to the more compact messages and the faster compiled code.

Three machines with different operating systems and architectures were used in the experiments to exercise the machine independence. All three machines are on the same Gigabit Ethernet LAN. The machine $M_{\text{ARM/Linux}}$ is a 4-core armv7l with 2GB RAM running Linux 4.19 (Raspberry Pi). The machine $M_{\text{x86/macOS}}$ is a 6-core Intel i7-8700B with 32GB RAM running macOS. The machine $M_{\text{x86/Linux}}$ is a water-cooled 4-core Intel i7-7700K with 16GB RAM running Linux 4.9. The later machine is the fastest and the execution time measurements are the most stable of the three machines due to the better thermal control. This fast machine is always used as the destination of the code migrations; a situation that is representative of the case where the destination of a RPC is a fast compute server.

Three standard Scheme benchmark programs of different source code sizes (in bytes) were used to see the effect of the code size:

- Puzzle (4K)
- Scheme (40K)
- Compiler (400K)

The internal iteration count of the programs was adjusted so that they would have an execution time when interpreted that is roughly proportional to their size. So 400K has both the largest code size and the longest run time (roughly 10 seconds on $M_{\text{x86/Linux}}$).

The programs are adapted to our use case as follows. The program is turned into a library by wrapping it in a define-library form that exports the program’s main entry point and the library is put in a repository hosted on github.com. A separate driver program simply imports the library and then causes the program to be executed on $M_{\text{x86/Linux}}$ using Termite’s on form calling the library’s “main”. The total execution time is measured and also the execution time on the destination node. The difference between these measures is accounted for by the message transfers, the serialization and deserialization, and when the library isn’t currently installed, the installation of the library source code locally from github.com, the Scheme to C compilation, and the C compilation. The programs are run 20 times, the top and bottom outliers are removed to account for random variations in the network latency, and the tables of results contain the average and standard deviation for each measure in milliseconds.

Three scenarios are tested:

- INTERPRETED: The whole program is interpreted.
- FIRST-INSTALL: The compiled program is executed and the destination machine is installing the library for the first time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Code Size</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>x86/macOS</th>
<th>ARM/Linux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>40K</td>
<td>400K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for RPC</td>
<td>146.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>966.9 ± 6.1</td>
<td>10463.8 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On destination</td>
<td>131.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>948.7 ± 5.9</td>
<td>10381.0 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$M_{\text{x86/macOS}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>4K</th>
<th>40K</th>
<th>400K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total for RPC</td>
<td>179.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>902.7 ± 8.1</td>
<td>10801.1 ± 11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On destination</td>
<td>132.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>954.6 ± 0.0</td>
<td>10390.5 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Timings in the INTERPRETED scenario with $M_{\text{x86/macOS}}$ or $M_{\text{ARM/Linux}}$ as the start node

$M_{\text{x86/Linux}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>4K</th>
<th>40K</th>
<th>400K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total for RPC</td>
<td>15.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>48.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>475.7 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On destination</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.0</td>
<td>35.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>463.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Timings in the STEADY-STATE scenario with $M_{\text{x86/macOS}}$ or $M_{\text{ARM/Linux}}$ as the start node

$M_{\text{x86/macOS}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>4K</th>
<th>40K</th>
<th>400K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total for RPC</td>
<td>26.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>60.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>492.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On destination</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.0</td>
<td>35.2 ± 0.0</td>
<td>462.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Timings in the FIRST-INSTALL scenario with $M_{\text{x86/macOS}}$ or $M_{\text{ARM/Linux}}$ as the start node

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Code Size</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>x86/macOS</th>
<th>ARM/Linux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>40K</td>
<td>400K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for RPC</td>
<td>1208.6</td>
<td>2460.3</td>
<td>148536.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On destination</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>464.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$M_{\text{ARM/Linux}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>4K</th>
<th>40K</th>
<th>400K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total for RPC</td>
<td>1150.8</td>
<td>2502.0</td>
<td>153272.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On destination</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>464.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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STEADY-STATE: The compiled program is executed and the destination machine has previously installed and compiled the library.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 give the timings for the INTERPRETED, STEADY-STATE, and FIRST-INSTALL scenarios respectively with either M$_{x86}$/macOS or M$_{ARM}$/Linux as the start node, and always M$_{x86}$/Linux as the destination node.

The first observation is that in all the scenarios the speed of the start node has very little bearing on the total RPC time. This is to be expected because most of the work is done on the destination node. The slower times are generally for M$_{ARM}$/Linux. This can be explained by the higher messaging overhead.

The message transfer overhead (network latency and serialization/deserialization) will increase with the size of the messages. In the STEADY-STATE scenario the messages are the parameters of the called procedure and the result. This goes from less than a hundred bytes (for 4K) to tens of kilobytes (for 400K). In this scenario the messaging overhead varies between 13-15ms for M$_{x86}$/macOS and between 25-30ms for M$_{ARM}$/Linux (slower processor and network interface). The execution time on the destination is essentially identical. In the INTERPRETED scenario the messages also carry a representation of the code to be executed, which is large for 400K. In this scenario the messaging overhead varies between 15-83ms for M$_{x86}$/macOS and between 47-411ms for M$_{ARM}$/Linux (here again the overhead is impacted by the slower processor and network interface). Nevertheless the messaging overhead represents a small fraction of the total RPC time. For the STEADY-STATE scenario, as expected the messaging overhead is at its highest for 4K, the shortest running program, because messaging represents more work than the actual computation on the destination.

To evaluate the speed improvement of RPC calls achieved with our module system, we can compare the INTERPRETED and STEADY-STATE scenarios. The total RPC time for STEADY-STATE is up to 22x faster for M$_{x86}$/macOS and M$_{ARM}$/Linux on 400K. The shortest running program, 4K, has the lowest but still considerable speedup of 6x-9x.

Figures 9 shows that the time for the installation and compilation of the library can be quite large for large programs (400K, which is about 10,000 LOC, takes about 150 seconds and the others less than 2.5 seconds). Thankfully, installation only has to be done once per library and version used and libraries are rarely so big, especially when good modular programming practices are used.

6 RELATED WORK

The package management offered by our system supports installing multiple versions of a package, which ensures the same dependencies on all nodes. The package management of the Go [6] programming language supports installing and using multiple versions of a module, but it does not support execution time installation of modules that is needed for hot code update. QuickLisp [27] follows a different approach of only keeping the last installed version of packages, which can break dependencies. The module identification does not include the location as the module names are mapped to their location using a central directory, which means the module names have to be registered to avoid name clashes. Like our system, QuickLisp stores modules on public VCS services and has an automatic installation of modules but it is not tied to deserialization. Nix [12] is a system package manager that shares the same idea of keeping multiple versions of a package to avoid breaking dependencies. However, it is not meant to be used as a language package manager and thus it is not integrated with a specific language. Erlang supports hot code update but because the module identification does not contain the location of the library the installation of modules must be done separately.

Before the R6RS standard was ratified (2007), most Scheme systems had designed their custom module system. Support for R6RS and its module system was added to some systems notably Chez Scheme, Guile, Larceny, and PLT Scheme (now Racket). The R6RS standard includes a library form to define libraries which has much syntactic similarity to the R7RS define-library form used by our work. A relevant difference is R6RS’ support for version information in the library name. Our module system allows version information in import declarations but not in the define-library form. We believe it is less error prone to obtain this information from the underlying version control system as it avoids possible inconsistencies with the code.

Since the ratification of R7RS (2017), support for its less complex module system is growing among Scheme systems with close to 20 systems supporting it. For the strictly R6RS compliant ones the Akku.scm project [26] has developed a converter from the R7RS define-library form to the R6RS library form. The more widespread support for R7RS’ module system is one of the motivations for adopting it in our work.

Over the years different groups have implemented module systems extending Gambit Scheme. Black Hole [1] is an R5RS compatible module system designed to add as little extra syntax as possible to Gambit Scheme. JazzScheme [8] and Gerbil [25] are more intrusive as they promote a whole new custom program structure and syntax, and add features such as object orientation. The SchemeSpheres [2] project has used a prototype implementation of our define-library macro, so it has much similarity to our latest work.

However, none of these systems offer the same combination of features as our work and specifically none offers transparent deserialization of compiled procedures and continuations.

The library naming approach we have used which includes the repository location to identify the library could be used by other R7RS Scheme systems without modifying their implementation. This would help avoid library name clashes and also pave the way for future extensions of those Scheme systems to automatically install the library from a public repository (independent of any support for procedure and continuation deserialization).
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